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Downtown Martinsburg Comes 
to Life for the Holidays By Kelsie Hogue 

     With the holidays coming up fast, last minute gifts are always hunted for. 
This year, in the spirit of giving, shop locally! Downtown Martinsburg is home 
to dozens of shops and restaurants, and their businesses thrive over the holidays 
due to people looking for something homemade, edible or gifts that come with 
an experience.  

     Take a walk down Main Street and you’re bound to end up stopping at 
Flowers Unlimited, even if it’s just to look at their gorgeous window display. 
The display was based off a children’s book the manager of the store found 
while in New York called “The Christmas Tree Who Loved Trains” by Annie 
Silvestro and Paola Zakimi, and took over two months to put together by hand. 
They even have a hidden boutique with clothes and jewelry from Dallas, 
Atlanta, and New York. Stopping by Flowers Unlimited will guarantee you 
coming out with beautiful gifts and candies for your family... or yourself.  
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Sweet Treats for 
the Holidays  

By Kaitlyn Mason 

Are you looking for something new 
to try during the holiday? Christmas 
dinner is a very important time to 
spend with your family and cook lots 
of yummy food. Well have you ever 
tried Figgy Pudding? It's a steamed 
cake full of raisins, currants and 
brandy. Another interesting food for 
Christmas time would be mince pies. 
A mince pie is a sweet pie of English 
origin, filled with a mixture of dried 
fruits and spices called 
"mincemeat"! History Teacher Mrs 
Lantz says, “When I was a little kid I 
tried fruit cake and did not like it 
because of the fake candies. I found 
a new recipe that included chocolate, 
dried cherries and nuts! I loved that 
one, even though it may not be 
considered fruit cake because of the 
chocolate.” Fruitcake is a cake made 
with candied or dried fruit, nuts, and 
spices, and optionally soaked in 
spirits. In the United Kingdom, 
certain rich versions may even be 
iced and decorated. There are many 
odd ball foods out there celebrated 
for Christmas but these three are the 
most commonly eaten in the US.  

 

L-Fruit Cake, R- Figgy Pudding 
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Leadership Class Collects for 
Operation Christmas Teen  

By Theresa Hernandez 

The	Christmas	Season	brings	many	opportunities	for	giving	and	
receiving!	This	year	Operation	Christmas	Teen	was	an	opportunity	
for	MHS	students	to	help	give	back	to	the	community.	This	is	going	
on	for	Mr.	Gallagher’s	Leadership	class.		Students	could	donate	
“clothes,	gift	cards,	shoes,	anything	a	teen	would	possibly	like”	

said	senior	Gabby	Zeledon	who’s	a	part	of	Mr.	Gallagher’s	
Leadership	class.	Items	that	were	brought	in	were	taken	to	Mr.	Gallagher’s	

room	1046.	The	operation	is	still	ongoing	starting	November	14th	and	ends	on	December	18th.	If	
you	still	want	an	opportunity	to	do	a	good	thing	for	others	there	is	still	a	chance!	Not	everyone	is	as	fortunate	
to	have	good	opportunities	around	the	holidays	so	it’s	a	good	experience	to	help	someone	and	make	their	holidays	
just	a	little	bit	better	if	you	can!	This	is	one	of	the	many	things	going	on	around	the	school	to	help	give	back	during	
this	holiday	season.	Donations	will	be	going	to	teens	in	need!		 
 

Continued from Page 1…Downtown Martinsburg Comes to Life 
for the Holidays By Kelsie Hogue 

     Of course, if you’re looking for quality chocolate assortments, you’ve probably 
already thought of stopping by De Fluri’s. Between their chocolate truffles to their 
“West Virginia Coal,” there is something to go in everyone’s stocking there. Just be 
careful going in, you may find yourself with quite a handful of sweets and a trip to 
the dentist by New Years’.  

     If you’re looking for a nice gift for a book lover in your life, be sure to visit the 
Bank Books. This store used to be a bank, hence the name, but the original bookstore 
was previously located at the Chinese restaurant down the street. Then they moved to 
the bank building and made a cozy home away from home for anyone looking for a 
good book. If you bring books in to donate, they’ll even give you in store credit to 
buy books, and don’t forget the discount for English teachers!  

      Need ornaments for your Christmas tree? The WV Glass Outlet has a wonderful 
collection for you to look through, but watch out, everything in there is made of 
glass. While you’re there, be sure to ask about their beautiful West Virginia 
Collection Ornaments. This year, the store sells a limited edition ornament to go with 
the collection that you can only buy in that store.  

And, last but not least, the calmest place in all of downtown Martinsburg, the 
Westwood Charm Boutique. This store sells a little bit of everything: from soft 
leggings to Martinsburg themed shirts and homemade soaps. Many items are bought 
directly from commission-based businesses and sold in the store for publicity to the 
small shop. This is certainly a store to make multiple trips to with each paycheck, or 
at least, I will be going back with my paycheck.  

In the spirit of giving, be sure to support small shops and visit the local businesses 
around your hometown. 
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Most people associate snowflakes with two categories: the cold and ice. Yes, snowflakes only fall in cold weather, 
but they are not necessarily to be considered ice. Ice is the product of when water freezes. When you compare snowflakes 
to ice you will realize they are very different. Snowflakes are created when water vapor freezes and turns straight into ice. 
They take their shape when water vapor molecules from cloud droplets condense and freeze on the surface of a seed 
crystal. The seed crystal forms on a tiny dust particle in the air which allows the ice to grow on it.   

When you examine a snowflake closely, you will notice that they will all have six sides. In an interview for 
PBS.org, a physics professor of the California Institute of Technology (Kenneth Libbrecht) says, “Atoms and molecules 
can hook up in different ways and, in the case of water, they like to hook up into a hexagonal lattice.” Every snowflake 
(scientifically known as “snow crystals”) will fit perfectly into a hexagonal shape. The number of branches connected to 
the sides of the snow crystals depend on atmospheric conditions. For example, humidity and temperature.   

Changes in weather conditions affect how snowflakes will fall. This can possibly differentiate their shapes. 
Weather conditions also affect the snow on the ground. Warmer ground temperatures allow for a wet snow. This type of 
snow is good for packing and the fun winter activities like skiing and snow tubing. When an object, like a ski, glides over 
wet snow, it melts the snow into water underneath it. This is how they can move. Colder conditions create a dryer, more 
powdery snow. The colder air makes snow crystals sharper, which creates more friction underneath skis, snowboards, or 
sleds. This type of snow is not good for your fun winter activities.   

Scientists have not been able to figure out why there are no two of the same snowflakes. They assume it must have 
to do with the weather and atmospheric conditions. Snowflakes can fall at all different sizes, and be of different designs, 
but they will always be in the shape of a hexagonal lattice. Even though we may not know the answer to why every 
snowflake is different, we can always enjoy the beautiful winter wonderland that is developed as it falls.   
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and there is noise cancellation.” These are 
the perfect gift for any teen. 
 This next gift is a great idea for any reade 
called “100 Essential Novel Scratch-Off Chart.” It 
is a large poster with some of the most popular and 
must-read books of all time.  There are 100 in total 
and when you finish reading them or have already 
read them, all you have to do is scratch it off.  It is a 
fun and interactive way to read books. 
 If you are looking for the perfect gift for a 
gamer, this may be it. The Nintendo Switch gaming 
console is the game everyone has been waiting for 
all year. It’s a lighter version of the original 
Nintendo Switch gaming console and you can bring 
it with you just about anywhere and play on the 
go.   
 Hopefully this list helped you find the 
perfect gift for this holiday.  

Catch a Snowflake: The Science of the Flake By Marah Francis 
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       The holidays are finally here! For many of us 
this means a time of giving and receiving some of 
the most wanted gifts of the year.  We are trying 
to decide which gifts our family members would 
enjoy or searching to find ideas for things to put 
on our Christmas wish list. This can be stressful, 
considering there is no guarantee your gifts will 
be a hit under the tree. However, maybe this list 
of a few of the most popular items of 2019 will 
help you complete your holiday shopping and 
guarantee a successful holiday.  
 The most wanted gift this year are the 
latest product from Apple, the AirPods Pro. 
These updated wireless headphones, come with a 
self-charging case and an extended battery. What 
sets them apart from the old AirPOds is there 
feature which allows for noise-cancellation. 
Donavan Layton has AirPod Pros, he said, “The 
Pros feel more comfortable, the sound is better, 
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Laub Signs with Fairmont  
By Addie Hughes 

On November 13th, Martinsburg’s very own Marina Laub 
signed to play soccer at Fairmont State University. Marina began 
playing the sport in 2nd grade, at just seven years old, and has 
continued until now, at age 17. She currently plays for West 
Virginia Futbol Club’s 02 girls team and just completed her senior 
season on Martinsburg’s varsity girls soccer team. When asked if she 
always planned on playing college soccer, Laub replied that she realized this is what she 
wanted to do around 7th grade, as she began to take soccer more seriously. Committing and signing for a 
sport is a big decision, which requires players to be sure that they are aware of the challenges that come 
along with playing at the collegiate level. Marina says her coaches -both high school and travel- family and 
teammates are the ones who have supported and helped her become a better player with the confidence she 
now has as she is sure about her decision to continue her soccer career. Marina’s favorite soccer memory is 
winning her first state title in the 8th grade. She said it was her first big win and got to truly see both her 
individual and team’s work paid off. Laub will begin at Fairmont next fall semester. When asked if ready to 

begin soccer at the next level, she replies with “I am super excited to play soccer at the next 
level...I am kind of intimidated because I know the speed of play and physicality at the 
collegiate level is going to be more intense, but all I can do is keep training...with that being 
said I am very excited to continue my play at the next level and the challenges to come.” 
 

Getting a Jump on Boys Basketball By Aubree Sifford 

Basketball season is upon us again at Martinsburg. The Boys Basketball team is prepared for 
the challenges and competition that awaits them. Senior Telryn Villa said, “ Morgantown is a big rival and 

we really look forward to that game.” Villa also said that they like playing, “Hedgesville because they are fun 
games and we have a huge rivalry with them.” As for challenges in the future, Villa said, “We worry about one 
team and that is University; otherwise, just a few schools scare us.” Junior Tre Segar said, “Games to look 
forward to are Stafford on January 4, Morgantown on January 20, and Hedgesville on January 24.” Segar 
thinks their greatest challenge is with “the younger class trying to get them caught up and prepared for hard and 
intense varsity games.” Come out and cheer on our Bulldogs this season! 

L-R: MHS 
Coach 
Myers, 
Marina 
Laub, and 
Coach Joe 
Burton 

     The MHS wrestling team has started their 2019/2020 season off to a good start. 
They recently just had their first tournament (Hedgesville Duals) this season at 
Hedgesville High School on December 6-7th. They have some key returning players this year which include, 
Kurt Resch, Dylan Tachoir, Dante Logans, Kamaury Forrester, and Troy Church. Coach Parker is the head 
coach for the wrestling team this year with assistance from Coach Garcia and Coach Zieger. Coach Parker 
had stated that the season could have started off a little bit better but if his returning wrestlers and new 
wrestlers step up they might get better further into the season. “The most important matches coming up for 
the team is Musselman Duals” which they will wrestle Hedgesville head to head which is regional 
competition that Coach Parker says, “they need to win.”  One of the biggest tournaments they have for this 
season is Hub Cup at Hagerstown which will be a tough bracket tournament which Coach Parker said he is 
“hopeful that they will win some matches.” The team is looking forward to their away trips and states that 
they have coming up later in the season. They are hopeful that they will be successful this season as a team 
and hope to do well individually and qualify for states. 

An Inside Look at the Wrestling Season By Jaelyn Stely 

Dylan 
Tachoir 

gets a 
pin 


